T/HAN/.EVER
CottonExpress@
PickersTakeOperatorControl
And,ComfortToImpressiveNewHeights
Introducing the new Case IH 2155
Cotton Express@pickers, featuring a
highly advanced operator environment
that brings dramatic new meaning to
operator productivity. Wider and
amazingly comfortable, this all-new
control center is a direct result of our
customers' requests.
But that's just part of the story. Highspeed row units, a reliable induced air
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conveyor system, industry-leading
Power-Metered Unloading and
improved servicing access all help the
new 2155 Cotton Express pickers set
a standard for speed and performance
that pays off handsomely at the gin.
Fine view. Adjust the seat to
a perfect fit, and take a look around.
The most striking difference is the sheer
quantity of glass. But while your
exposure to the crop is increased, your
exposureto in-cabvibrations and movement is greatly decreasedthanks to stateof-the-artFocalizedCab Mount design.

To your right, a striking new
console follows the movement of your
seat. The narrow right cab post is lined
with all critical gauges, monitors and
warning lights. All vital picker functions
are contained within a new ergonomically designed propulsion control.
Fast picking. But if you like what
the 2155 Cotton Express picker does
for the operator, you
should see what it does
for the cotton. Faster
to, through and
between fields, Cotton Express pickers give you precious speed during
the crunch time of harvest.
The new 2155 picker. It
not only puts on
a great performance, it gives
you the perfect

placefrom
which
to observe.
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A CabSoComfortable,YouMightForgetIt'sA Workplace
Beat the heat of harvest from the
friendly confines of this expansive
cab. It's an environment that
adjusts and reacts to your
every command.
It begins from the
moment you settle into
the seat. Adjust the
standard seat front to back, up
or down, to match your body
proportions. Or for a truly deluxe ride,
choose the air suspension seat.
The new right-hand console slides
fore-and-aft, then moves in tandem with
the seat. The steering column
pivots forward or back, .while the
steering wheel tilts for just the right
operator orientation.
Outstanding

view. Now, take a look

around you. And what a view: an
expanse of curved glass that extends low
to give you an outstanding view of the
crop. Toyour right is a full-length door
for easier service access and improved
right-side visibility. Turn around and the
view is equally impressive, with a wider
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rear window for enhanced visibility into
the basket. New fold-back mirrors on
each side of the cab can be set to
just the right position for
a clear view of picking
and unloading.
On your left, a companion seat provides a dedicated
area for riders as well as
additional room to spread out. This s~at is
the perfect place for breaking in new
operators. Just lift the seat cushion for
extra storage area or for easy service
access to the air conditioning system.

And here's a small but thoughtful

(INSET) Thecompanion seat
features thick cushions and

detail: a beverage holder for
no-spill operation.
Well-placed controls. Overhead

is hinged to open forward,
revealingadditional
storage area.

you'll find controls for temperature,
lights and windshield wipers. The air
conditioner now uses environmentally
friendly HFC-134A refrigerant. Plus,
the cab is pre-wired for a radio.
On the narrow right-hand cornerpost,

(A) Thisis truly an
environment that adjusts
to your needs,from the
steering column that pivots
in two places, to the
multi-adjust seat. The
right-hand console moves
with the seat to keepall
controls right whereyou
need them.

critical monitor displays and gauges are
in view, but not in the way. With a
glance you can get quick updates on all
important picker functions.

(8) Seatcontrols,
convenientlypositioned
below the operator's left
knee,are easy to locateand
tune to your desire. Theseat
adjusts 6 in. (152 mm) from
fronttobackinO.75-in.(19mm)
increments. Theup-anddown adjustment range is

3 in. (76mm).
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NewPropulsion
Lever,Right-HandConsole
PutPickingControlAt YourFingertips
(RIGHT)New multi-function

This is where man and machine come
together: the new command center,
which incorporates vital controls on an
impressive multi-function propulsion

lever and right-hand console.The
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Productive, safe operation. The
Cotton Express@ 2155 cotton pickers
feature an Operator-Presence
for safer picking and
maintenance. With the

console moves with the seat to keep
all controls within easy reach.
Lever control. The propulsion

machine stationary, the

control handle puts six vital picker
functions at your command, including
machine direction and speed, drum
height, basket lift, door opening and
conveyor operation. You select whether
the drum or basket switches are

operator leaves the seat.

operative by setting the. basket/drum
function selector switch on the console.
The palm rest on the lever can be
easily repositioned for the proper angle
and height setting to best match the
operator's hand size.

System

picking unit automatically
stops rotating when the
However, the machine does
not stop abruptly during normal field
operation if the driver adjusts his position

moistener system; basket/drum function
selection;hydraulic valve lockout;fan
engage; drum lube activation; and park
brake. The compactorcontrols
allow for infinitely variable
rate adjustment, as well as
push-button manual activation.
Plus, the moistener system
now includes a "flush"feature
for those tough-to-keep-clean
spindle conditions.

on the seat. Engaging an OPS service

There are spaces on the console
for adding a field-installed aftermarket

rocker switch on the console allows you to

guidance system, as well as a rocker

rotate the picking units from the ground

switch for an aftermarket power-guide

using a tethered remote control, for

axle.(Seeyourdealerfordetails.)

service or inspection purposes.
Other console controls include:
individual right-hand and left-hand drum
lift; basket compactor;

The right armrest opens, revealing the
operator's manual- and it's a handy
additional storage place.

propulsion levergives you
fingertip control over key
picker functions. A function
selector switch on the
console (INSET,left)
determineswhetherthe drum
or basketfunctionsare active.

ROW
QuietAndComfortable,ThisCabTakesYo.u
G.entlyThroughTheDayAndInto TheNig
When boIls start opening, you have to
go until the picking's done, no matter
what. That's when you1lreally appreciate
the fine-tuned night visibility and
super-quiet ride afforded by the Case IH
2155 cotton pickers.
The curved front
glass gives
extraordinary
visibility from
your work
station, from
top to bottom,
side to side. At night,
the curved glass panels
virtually eliminate in-cab reflections.
To optimize nighttime picking, a
state-of-the-art halogen lighting system
makes a continuous floodlight pattern,
with no "hot" or "dry" spots. In addition,
lights have been added under the cab to
improve illumination of the drums.

Focalized Cab Mount. The cab's
state-of-the-art Focalized Cab
Mounting shields the operator from
vibrations for a much smoother ride.
The cab is mounted with four Isomount@
isolators that are precisely
aimed toward a point
just above the
operator's head.
The resulting
"virtual cab
suspension"
minimizes vibrations perceived by the
operator, giving you the most
comfortable ride possible.
Along with less vibration, you'll also
enjoy a quieter ride in this cab. Sound
levels have been greatly reduced for less
strain and improved productivity.

"Stadium lighting" offers
amazing visibility for night
operation. Six specially
placed halogenlights flood
your work area in brightness
- no"dead"
spots- while
lights under the cab
illuminate the drum area.

(INSET) Youengagethe
drums with this lever, which

InducedAir SystemDeliversCleaner
CottonWithoutBottlenecks
The induced air

(LEFT) Thepatenteddrum
design uses two rotors to
pick from both sides of the
plant - evenin narrow-row
cotton - for more efficient

cotton into the basket.

system quickly moves
cotton out of the drum

Monitor sensors,
placed at strategic points
from the drums to the

after doffing.ABlint
passes through the inlet, it's
blown up the large conveyor pipes into
the big capacity basket.
It starts with a high-capacity
conveyor fan that moves doffed cotton
into the airstream. Cotton then
moves at high
speed through
the large

rotor speeds. Should the speed of one
rotor change with respect to any other
rotor, the system alerts you with both
an audible alarm and a warning
display. An easyaccess door at
the lower rear of
each conveyor
pipe simplifies
inspection

(one to a rotor),
which assure a
BlackRubber

picking. Note how the plant
gets complete spindle coverage during picking... and
you get more cotton.

basket, keep an eye on the
flow of cotton. Sensors also monitor

conveyor pIpes

free flow of

is located to the right of the
control console.

Dura-Clean

Polyurethane

During the picking process, spindles tear tiny particles from
the doffers. Unlike other doffers, Dura-Cleannon-contaminating neoprenedoffers throw off a smooth bead-shapedparticle
(center) that won't catch in the lint, and goes out in the trash
during ginning. Traditionalrubber doffers shed rough, jaggededgedparticles during the picking process, which get caught
in the cotton fibers, contaminatingthe lint and remaining even
after the ginning process.

and service.

(BELOW)No bottlenecks...
that's whatyou'll get with
the induced air system on
the 2155 cotton picker.
Splitter veins,pulleys and air
nozzleshavebeen fine-tuned
over previous models for
improved airflow.
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RE COTTON
TheFinerPointsOfHarvesting
Higher-Quality
Cotton
The drum area on Case IH Cotton
Express@ pickers is designed for
high-speed, efficient harvesting of
higher-quality

cotton, starting with the

drums. These drums always position

(A) Toavoid obstructions in
the row, you can lift each
set of row units independent
of the other. The unaffected
units remain in automatic

the change
automatically.
Additional auto-

height sensing mode, and
continue picking those
Iow balls.

number 2 and 3 (on a 4-row
machine) or drums 3 and 4
(5-row) for enhanced
ground sensing.

rotors on both sides of the plant for
complete picking.
The unique spindle features a
superior barb configuration with three
rows of 14 barbs. The first three barbs in
each row are set at a 30-degree angle for
efficient doffing. The last 11 barbs are
set at a 45-degree angle for efficient
picking. This unique combination
gives aggressive yet effective doffand-pick action.
Large Dura-Clean'" doffers handle

(8) Automatic height
sensing is standard on the
2155 picker. When the
height-sensingshoe reaches
an obstruction or a change
in ground contour, the unit
lift cvJ1nderresponds to

matic height control
can be added to drums

(C) Controlled from the
operator's seat, the pressure
moistener system assures
uniform moisture distribution
to the drums for cleaner
spindles and cleanercotton.
You can also "flush" the
system to clearsap buildup.

(0) Gentle-radius
plantlifter
rodshavebeenreengineered
to keepcottonplantsmoving
smoothlyinto
therowunits
withreduced
shatter losses.

more crop, faster than ever. Their
exclusive neoprene material sheds a
smooth particle that won't contaminate
the lint. (See illustration, foldout page
left.) The doffers also give improved
wear, with up to a 16% longer life vs.
rubber compound doffers.
Gear-driven drums use a reliable

(LEFT)Onboardlubricationsystem
cutsthetime
it takesto get
yourpickerin
actioneveI}'morning.You
programtheon-board
Isto indicatewhen
is required.

on-board system to grease all picker bars
and bearing caps. This saves time and
effort over conventional greasing
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rWAY
TheStraightStory:ExclusivePower-Metered
UnloadingGivesYouTotalControl
i
\~

I

You're way ahead - and so is your
lint quality - with the controlled

from the big 875 cu. ft.

module-filling you get with a 2155
Cotton Express@cotton picker.
Unlike gravity-dump systems, PowerMetered Unloading lets you start and

adding basket exten-

stop the conveyor chain at any time during unloading. You can fast-fill a module
quickly and neatly. Or if you're topping
out, you can meter lint in a more controlled manner. This design results in
less spillage, and also keeps the
I.
I

I;

I
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machine's center of gravity between the
tires for added stability.
Plus, a new accessory - .a remotecontrol tethered unloading switch -lets
you leave the cab to monitor unloading
from the operator platform for
added visibility.
And you can expect to unload more
cotton because Cotton Express pickers
use a press-type basket compactor during operation. The compactor can be set
to run automatically at the interval you
preset, or you can run it at will by
depressing the compactor switch. Either
way,you'll get even greater capacity

(24.5 m3) basket. By
sions, you can boost
your overall capacity
to as much as 1,150 cu. ft. (32.2 m3).

(INSET) You can leavethe
cab for a closer look at
unloading using the tethered
unloading control.
(A) Since the basket doesn't
have to be tilted, it's much
easierfor the operator to
position a Cotton Express
picker alongside the module
builder. Trashon top ofthe
basket won't get dumped
into the module builder
either... meaninga cleaner
sample at the gin.
(B) Thebasketlift and
unloading functions are
convenientlycontrolled
from the multi-function
propulsion lever.
(C) The competitor's gravitydump system puts the
machine in an unstable
position: note the basket
position vs. the machine's
center of gravity. With the
basket raisedstraight up, a
Cotton Expresspicker's
center of gravity always
remains inside the picker
frame. Thisassuresa more
stable machine, and reduces
stress on frame members.
(D) The unique PowerMetered UnloadingSystem
allows you to control the
amount of cotton you
unload. Whenthe module.
builder or trailer becomes
full, you simply close the
door, lower the basket,and
move forward to the next
receptacle.
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NTHY
MAGNUMTM
TractorEngineDesignTranslates
IntoPickerProductivity
Expect - no, demand -

more power

And as for fuel economy... this engine

gear allows for scrapping at

turbocharged engine uses the same

(454.5 L) fuel tank, so you can pick all day

up to 4.3 mph

technology as MAGNUM tractor and

(6.9 kph), while

Axial-Flow@combine engines. This

without refilling.
Smooth control.

technology provides high torque reserve

Express picker is equipped with a

third gear is
reserved for trans-

l'

The 2155 Cotton

and fuel efficiency to match the heavy

hydrostatic drive transmission. The

port speeds at up to

power demands from picking units and

transmission

module-busting loads.

tioned to the right-hand side of the cab for

17 mph (27.3 kph).
Even the brakes have been

easier operator control. You get smooth,

improved and now feature a hydraulic

single-lever control of three speeds.

power-assist and wet-disc design. And it's

Design engineers, backed by stress
analysis and "real-world" testing, have
developed this new-age engine design.. .

shift lever has been reposi-

In first gear, you can pick at up to

a design that elevates efficiency and

3.6 mph (5.7 kph). The transmission and

performance to levels found nowhere else.

drums are synchronized in this gear to

infinite speed variationsin
all three gear ranges.

optimize picking performance. Second

stretches every drop from the big 120-gal.

from a Case IH Cotton Express@picker. Its

(A) Thepropulsion lever
controls direction and

easier to engage the electrically controlled
park brake from a convenient
console-mounted rocker switch.

(B) Massive final drives
handle big loads, typical of
those associatedwith picking
operations. Thedrives have
been redesigned, with key
components beefedup to
handledual-wheelapplications - key to harvestingin
wet soils or whensoil compaction is an issue.
(C) A dual-wheelcompleting
packagegives you added
traction for demanding
conditions. Packageincludes
wheelsand tires, left- and
right -hand wheelshields,
and pivoting access ladder.
(D) The three-speed
transmission lever has
been relocated to the
right of the console.
(E) Foot-and-inch pedal
gives you added
maneuverabilityin
tight places.
(F) Thesame designparameters usedfor MAGNUM
tractors and Axial-Flow
combines are used on the
2155 CottonExpresspickers.
Design highlights include
cross~fIowbreathing for
uniform temperatures,lowswirl cylinder heads for
good fuel efficiency, and
specially designedpiston
rings for long cylinder life.
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ILS
(A) The wide platform makes
it easyto reachthecab window
or adjust the folding mirrors.
Theplatform handrail is
hinged to allow service
access to the windshield
(left) and drum tops (right).
(B) Centralizedlube banks
on eachside of the machine
are within easyreach, as are
filters and other maintenance
points. Simply remove the
side panel.
(C) Fullaccessto the radiator
and oil cooler is provided for
cleaning. Simply raise the
basket,set the front and rear
basket locks, and flip up the
deckpanel.Theradiatorslides
up for cleaningor servicing.
(D) Save time and money
with individually replaceable
moistener pads and pad
holders... no need to
remove the entire moistener
stand should a pad or holder
become damaged.Their
polyurethanedesign resists
wearand readily adjusts to
spindle height.

MakeFastAndEfficientWorkOfService

(E) Doffers are easily
adjustable using the doffer
wrenchand bolt. Oncedoffers
are adjusted, the wrench
doubles as the anchor point

Routine service not only keeps your

for holding the doffer stack
in position.

picker in top condition, but also extends
the useful life - and maintains the

(F) To inspect the rotors
while greasing, use the
convenient OPSservice

resale value - of your machine.
And service that's easy to complete
is more likely to get done.
You'll be pleased to find
that the 2155 Cotton

bypass remote-control tether
switch locatedin a clean
compartment within the
drum cover.

Express@picker is servicefriendly to make maintenance almost hassle-free.

(INSET)Optionaltethered
service lights give you
additional visibility when
working under the engine
compartments.

The on-board lube system lets you
program the interval you want. Then an
audible alarm and graphic display alert

(G) Rotor covers give
additional protection to
spindles from coarseplants
and heavy weeds. These
optional covers open and
.can be removed easily for
rotor serviceaccess.

you when it's time to activate the system.
Centralized lube banks located on
each side of the machine allow easy
access to chassis lube fittings. For

(H) Right-hand door is all
glass for superb visibility. It
provides an alternateexit
and easyaccess to
servicepoints.

a ground-leveldrum-spread switch
lets youhydraulicallyspreadindividual
drums. Batteries have been relocated
to the radiator compartment, and a
convenient ground-leveljump start
stud has been added. Plus,
optional tethered service
lights give added visibility
when working under the
left- and right-hand
engine compartments.
Productivity-plus. Optional full
rotor covers prevent grass and weeds
from entering uncovered spindles on
the side of the drum, avoiding outlet
plugging. And a full-length righthand side door gives the operator
additional access.

improved access to the inner drums,

You can hydraulically
spread the drums apart
for access during cleaning
and inspection.
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SafeOperationIs StandardEquipment
Accidents aren't planned. But
through careful design, Case IH Cotton
Express@pickers are made to help
protect you and your operators.
An Operator-Presence
System automatically shuts off
the row units after yqu leave
your seat when the machine is
stationary. However, you need
to run the units for cleaning and
to check spindles and drum operation

switch has been conveniently located
on the front headliner.
Activating the switch will immediately shut off the conveyor fans
and unload the basket contents.
And wide, new operator
platforms with non-skid flooring, along with thoughtfully
placed grab handles, railings and

during greasing. For that, you can use
a tethered remote control to slowly

ladders, make access to windowsz
mirrors and lights convenient.
Other safety features include
basket cylinder locks, SMV signs and

rotate the drums from the ground.
For fire hazards, a fire-unload rocker

a full array of work, tail, turn and
flashing lights.

(INSET) Thefire unload
switch shuts off the conveyor fans and empties the
basket contents immediately
in casea spark starts the lint
on fire. It usesa lockingdetent design to discourage
inadvertentactivation.
(A) Toaccess the radiator or
fan underneaththe basket,
first set the front and back
basket locks.
(8) Note the wide non-skid
surfaces on all platforms
and steps. Self-cleaning
rungs on the ladder help
keepyou from tracking dirt
and dust inside the cab for a
cleaner work environment.
(C) TheOPSservice-bypass
switch, located on the cab
console, must first be activatedbeforeyou can use the
remote-control tether to
view drum rotation from
the ground.
(D) An improved parking
brake system is engaged
using an easy-ta-userocker
switch on the console.
(E) Well-placedrailings,
grab handlesand steps are
locatedacross the picker
platform and drum areas.
In addition, rearward-folding
mirrors featureamber
flashers on their backside
to alert oncoming vehicles
during transport.

C.ATIONS
2155 COTTONEXPRESS@PICKER
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ENGINE& CAPACITIES
Horsepower
260 (193.8kW)
Enginemodel
6TA-830
Numberof cylinders
6
Displacement
505cu, in. (8.3L)
Aspiration
turbocharged,aftercooled
Fuelcapacity
120U.S.gal.(454.5L)
Alternator
135amps
Batteries
Number
2
Capacity
12volts/700CCA(each)
Airfilter
dual-stage,dry typewith
aspiratorandserviceindicator
Coolantfilter-conditioner.
TRANSMISSION
Input
hydrostatic
Groundspeeds
1st gear
0-3.6mph(5.7kph)
2ndgear
0-4.3mph(6.9kph)
3rd gear
0-17mph(27.3kph)
Finaldrives
heavy-duty,dual-capable
Hydraulicpowerdiscbrake
dualpedal
Parkbrake
electricallycontrolled,
mechanically
applied
PICKINGDRUMS
No.of rows
4 or 5
Rowspacing
4-rownarrow
30 or 32 in. (762,812mm)
4-rowwide
38 or 40 in. (965,1016mm)
5-rownarrow
30 or 32 in. (762,812mm)
5-rowwide
38 or 40 in. (965,1016mm)
Drivesystem
gear
Stalklifterrods
standard
Rotorprotection
forward/reverse
Barsperrotor (fronVrear)
12/12
Pickorientation
fronVrearrotorspick
from bothsidesof the plant
Barmaterial
aluminumalloy
Spindlesperbar
18
Spindlediameter
0.5 in. (12.7mm)
Barbsperspindle
3 rowsof 14/row
Totalbarbspermachine
4-row
72,576
5-row
90,720
Doffers
Type
Dura-Clean,
flexible
Material
neoprene,non-contaminating

Heightcontrol
Skidshoes
Drumlift
Chassislube
Type
System

automaticsensing
(standardonoutertwo drums)
hard-surfaced
drumlifter
separateleft-andright-hand
centrallylocated
on-boardpickerbarlube

COTTONCONVEYING
Type
inducedairflow;two outlet
andair sourcesperrow
Fans
Type
venturi
Speed
4100rpm
Number
2
Conveyors
2
MOISTENERSYSTEM
Type
pressurized
Watertank
Material
polyurethane
Capacity
385gal.(1458L)
Padtype
individuallyreplaceable
oil-resistanturethane
Pressurefill for tank
optional
BASKET
Capacity
Standard
875cu, ft. (24.5m')
W/midextensions
1,025cu,ft. (28.7m')
W/tallextensions
1,150cu,ft. (32.5m')
Type
verticallift w/Power-Metered
Unloading
Lid
telescopingbasket
Compactor
roof-mounted,press-type
Compactoractivation
automaticor manual
Unloadingheightrange
9 ft. 8 in.to
12ft. 2 in. (2946to 3708mm)
DIMENSIONS
Overalllength
Width
Height
W/oextensions
W/tallextensions
Transport
Wheelbase
Driveaxlewheeltread
4-rowwide
4- or 5-rownarrow
5-rowwide

27ft. 2 in. (8.28m)
14ft. 4 in. (4.37m)

STANDARDEQUIPMENT
Operator'sStation
Focalized
cabsuspension,right-sidewindowand
servicedoor;heaterandair conditioner;electronic
heating,ventilationandair conditioningcontrol
w/infinitelyvariablefan;precleaner
andpressurizer
fan;tintedglassandsunvisor;alerthorn;two
domelightsandrightconsolelight;steering
columnw/floorandupperpivot;single-blade
windshieldwiper;adjustablerightconsolefloats
with seat;paddedpassengerseatw/storage
compartment;variablepressuremoistener
systemw/"flush"capabilities;Operator's
PresenceSystem;baskeVdrum
functionselector;
beverageholder,ashtrayandlighter;dualoutside
rear-foldingmirrors;equippedfor radio,includes
two speakers,wiringandantenna.
Instrumentation,
Controls,Lighting
Multifunctionalpropulsioncontrollever:drums
raise/lower,basketdooropen/close,basket
raise/lowerandbasketconveyorunload.
Modularinstrumentcluster(backlit) w/gauges,
warninglightsandaudiblealarm.
Gauges:voltmeter,fuel level,coolanttemperature.
Warningindicatorlights:Iowvoltage,oil pressure,
coolanttemperature,coolantlevel,hydraulicoil
reservoirlevel,hydraulicoil temperature,basket
dooropen,AlCsystem,parkingbrake,OPS
servicebypass.
Electronicdigitaldatacenterw/touchpad:engine
speed(rpm),fan speed(rpm),groundspeed
(mph/kph),enginehourmeterandfan hourmeter,
areameasure(acreor hectare),moistener
systempressure,tire sizeto groundspeed
calibration.
Cottonmonitor:drum rotor,cottonconveyor
flow andlubeindicator.
Lighting:6 adjustablehalogenheadlights
(4 flood,2 distance),2 redreartaillights,6
combinationamberflashingandturn signals,
work lights(2 unloadingat basketdoor,
1 into basketfront, 1 undercab).

OPTIONALEQUIPMENT
Basketextensions
Mid
1,025cu,ft. (28.7m')
Tall
1,150cu,ft. (32.5m')
Air-suspensionseat,fabriccoveredwith weightcompensatingairsuspensionandOperator's
PresenceSwitch.
Reversible/non-reverse
driveshaft.
Mudscrapers.
Automaticheightsensingcontrol(additionalrows).
Dual-wheel
completingpackage.
Rotorcovers.
Rowconversionpackages.
Etherstart.
Worklightkit.

13ft. 11in. (4.24m)
15ft. 11in. (4.85m)
12ft. 6 in. (3.81m)
130.4in. (3313mm)
80 in. (2032mm)
90 in. (2286mm)
114in. (2895mm)
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